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Abstract

Objective: Analysis of brain ultrastructure is needed to reveal how neurons
communicate with one another via synapses and how disease processes alter this communication. In
the past, such analyses have usually been based on single or paired sections obtained by electron
microscopy. Reconstruction from multiple serial sections provides a much needed, richer representation
of the three-dimensional organization of the brain. This paper introduces a new reconstruction system
and new methods for analyzing in three dimensions the location and ultrastructure of neuronal components, such as synapses, which are distributed non-randomly throughout the brain.
Design and Measurements: Volumes are reconstructed by defining transformations that align the
entire area of adjacent sections. Whole-field alignment requires rotation, translation, skew, scaling,
and second-order nonlinear deformations. Such transformations are implemented by a linear
combination of bivariate polynomials. Computer software for generating transformations based
on user input is described. Stereological techniques for assessing structural distributions in
reconstructed volumes are the unbiased bricking, disector, unbiased ratio, and per-length counting
techniques. A new general method, the fractional counter, is also described. This unbiased
technique relies on the counting of fractions of objects contained in a test volume. A volume of
brain tissue from stratum radiatum of hippocampal area CA1 is reconstructed and analyzed for
synaptic density to demonstrate and compare the techniques.
Results and Conclusion: Reconstruction makes practicable volume-oriented analysis of ultrastructure using such techniques as the unbiased bricking and fractional counter methods. These analysis
methods are less sensitive to the section-to-section variations in counts and section thickness, factors
that contribute to the inaccuracy of other stereological methods. In addition, volume reconstruction
facilitates visualization and modeling of structures and analysis of three-dimensional relationships
such as synaptic connectivity.
■
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Information technology has greatly aided visualization and analysis of the nervous system. Computerized scanning-based imaging modalities such
as magnetic resonance imaging provide three-dimensional views of the brain down to about 1 mm of resolution. This level of resolution allows regional
analyses of brain function but is not sufficient for
investigation of intercellular communication at the
level of individual neurons.

parts, stereologists aim to estimate the whole. Having
a reconstructed volume of neuropil allows us to go
beyond the conventional types of stereological analysis that are performed on ultrastructural distributions. The conventional techniques are almost exclusively based on single or paired sections.11–14 The one
technique that utilizes volumes, the unbiased bricking method, was previously applied to volumes
obtained from scanning light microscopes15 but not
to large ultrastructural volumes, since such volumes
were not easy to generate.

Scanning light microscopy (e.g., confocal microscopy)
provides three-dimensional views of individual neurons down to about 1 µm of resolution. Even this higher resolution is not sufficient for visualizing and investigating properties of the tiny connections, called
synapses, that occur between neurons. Understanding
brain function requires a detailed analysis of connectivity in the brain’s neuropil, that region of the gray
matter where axons and dendrites from neurons form
a dense plexus of synaptic connections. Electron
microscopy (EM) is needed for this level of analysis.
However, EM requires us to solve the problem of
reconstructing a volume from a series of images (see,
for example, Figure 10).
Two methods of obtaining a three-dimensional representation of ultrastructure are EM tomography1,2
and ultrathin serial section EM.3,4 This paper
describes a three-dimensional reconstruction system
based on the latter approach, in which parallel sections are cut and imaged separately. The position of
each section in the electron microscope introduces
rotational and translational offsets. In addition, each
section may be exposed to independent amounts of
scaling and nonlinear deformation due to cutting,
folding, specimen tilt, temperature changes, and
optical distortions in the imaging system.5 Thus, the
image of each section needs to be realigned with the
images of adjacent sections.
Early systems for section realignment were often special-purpose optomechanical devices for re-imaging
the sections.4,6,7 In addition to being expensive, these
systems corrected only translational and rotational
offsets. As computers became more powerful, reconstruction systems began to utilize computer-based
registration of images.8–10 These systems still did not
fully correct for nonlinear deformations.3 In the next
section of this paper (Volume Reconstruction), we
describe an inexpensive system for serial section
alignment that corrects for nonlinear deformations,
can be applied easily to large images, and requires no
special-purpose hardware.
Stereology is the study of three-dimensional distributions of objects from sections. Looking at a sample of

In the Volume Analysis section we describe a number
of techniques that are uniquely applicable to volumes
of neuropil. We introduce a new, unbiased stereological technique, the fractional counter, and show how it
can be applied to the reconstructed volumes as well.
In the last section of this paper (Applications), we
demonstrate volume reconstruction of neuropil from
stratum radiatum of hippocampal area CA1. We
compare the use of the unbiased bricking, disector,
and fractional counter techniques in determining
synapse density in this volume. In addition, we show
how dendrite reconstructions within the sample volume can be used to build surface models for visualization and to obtain an unbiased estimate of the
number of spines per unit length of dendrite.

Volume Reconstruction
The volume reconstruction system is embodied in a
Windows (2000, 95, 98, and NT) application called
serial EM (sEM) Align. The software was developed
with the funding of the Human Brain Project and is
available online at http://synapses.bu.edu./.
Production and Imaging of Serial
Electron Microscopy Sections
Tissue is prepared for serial sectioning and electron
microscopy either by intravascular perfusion of fixatives or by microwave-enhanced processing, as
detailed elsewhere.16–18 Microwave-enhanced processing speeds up the penetration of fixatives during
immersion and leads to improved tissue preservation
for electron microscopy.19 After processing and
embedding, series of about 100 sections are cut at a
thickness of 40 to 60 nm on the basis of the observed
color of sections. Later, the actual section thickness is
estimated, as described below.
Ribbons of sections are mounted on SynapTek pioloform-coated grids (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding,
California) and loaded in a rotating stage to facilitate
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consistent orientation of sections between ribbons.
Each series is photographed at the electron microscope onto 3 × 4-inch EM film, typically at 10,000×
magnification. A diffraction grating replica grid
(0.463 µm per square; Ernest Fullam, Inc., Latham,
New York) is photographed at the same time as the
series, with the same magnification, for later calibration of image size.
Images are photographed at the microscope rather
than digitally imaged directly by a CCD (charge-coupled device) camera, for several reasons. Cooled
CCD cameras are expensive and are not as sensitive
as film. The integration time for a CCD camera is
longer than for film exposure, exacerbating the problem of specimen drift during imaging. Also, the resolution of CCDs is lower than film resolution. A
micrograph can be rescanned many times so that different areas can be examined at different magnifications, but direct digital imaging makes it necessary to
return to the microscope to reimage a section at each
different magnification.
Digitization of sections photographed at the electron
microscope can be accomplished in two ways. One
way is to print the film onto photographic paper and
then scan each print on a conventional flatbed scanner.
Another method is to scan the film directly using a
high-resolution, large-format film scanner such as the
SprintScan45 (Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, Massachusetts) or the AGFA T-2500 (Agfa-Gevaert, Mortsel,
Belgium). Scans at 1,000 dpi are sufficient for capturing the details of film photographed at 10,000x magnification. This yields digital images with resolutions of
about 400 pixels/µm. At this resolution, the image size
of an entire 3 × 4-inch negative is approximately 11
MB. An entire series of 100 sections can be digitally
archived in about a gigabyte of storage.
Section Alignment
Transformations
Given a series of digitized images obtained by serial
EM, the volume reconstruction problem is to determine a set of transformations {Ti} such that objects in
each section are in alignment throughout the volume
(Figure 1). Each transformation is represented by the
functions:
u = a0 f0(x,y) + a1 f1(x,y) + a2 f2(x,y) + ... + an fn(x,y)
v = b0 f0(x,y) + b1 f1(x,y) + b2 f2(x,y) + ... + bn fn(x,y)
where (u,v) is a pixel of the original image and (x,y)
is a pixel of the transformed image. The choice of
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unaligned

…
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aligned

Transformed i–1

Section i+1

Section i
unaligned

Ti +1

aligned

Transformed i

Transformed i+1

F i g u r e 1 Alignment of serial section images in absolute
mode. The original section images (top row) are unaligned.
After applying the appropriate transformation (T) to each
section image, the resulting transformed section images
are all in alignment (bottom row).

basis functions {fj(x,y)} determines the type of
adjustments that are possible. A practical choice for
{fj(x,y)} is the set of bivariate polynomials.8,20 The
first three terms,
{f0(x,y) = 1, f1(x,y) = x, f2(x,y) = y},
give the set of all possible linear transformations,
which includes translation, rotation, skew, and scaling. Nonlinear transformations that correct for deformations can be made by including second-order
terms:
{f0(x,y) = 1, f1(x,y) = x, f2(x,y) = y, f3(x,y) = xy,
f4(x,y) = x2, f5(x,y) = y 2}
This is the set of basis functions implemented in the
software and used for all reconstructions described
here. The real-valued parameters {aj}, {bj}, where j =
0...5, specify the particular transformation for each
section. The parameters can be determined by either
of two methods—manual adjustments by the user or
computation from a set of point correspondences.
Transformations can be utilized in two ways. In
absolute mode (Figure 1), each transformation places
the section into alignment with all the other transformed sections in the series. The stack of transformed sections in absolute mode forms the reconstructed volume. Alternatively, an incremental alignment can be performed in which each transformation
aligns the section to the untransformed adjacent section (Figure 2). This mode provides a way for sectionby-section alignments to be corrected without the
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{(u0,v0), (u1,v1), (u2,v2), ..., (um,vm)} in adjacent section i,
the transformed section i is aligned to section i–1
(incremental alignment, Figure 2) when
U = AF
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need to adjust subsequent sections in the alignment.
Also, incremental alignment mitigates problems with
persistent drift or scaling introduced by repeated
errors in user input. However, incremental alignments must be converted to absolute alignments to
form the final reconstructed volume, and this conversion is not exact. (See Converting Incremental to
Absolute Forms, below.)
Point Correspondence Method
Alignments are automated through the use of point
correlations.1,20–22 Transformation parameters are calculated automatically from a set of point correspondences given by the user. This method is less labor
intensive than manual adjustments (see User
Interface, below) and will work for any choice of
basis functions.
In many systems that use point correspondences for
alignment, artificial fiducials are introduced prior to
sectioning to support the alignment algorithm.21
Fortunately, serial EM of neuropil has intrinsic fiducials in the form of cross-sectioned microtubules, mitochondria, and other small, cylindric organelles. The
centers of these structures can be used to form a set of
point correspondences for alignment.
Given a set of points {(x0,y0), (x1,y1), (x2,y2), ..., (xm,ym)}
in section i-1 and a set of corresponding points

…

f1(x0,y0) f1(x1,y1) f1(x2,y2) … f1(xm,ym)
…

F i g u r e 2 Incremental alignment of serial section
images. The original section images (top row) are unaligned. After applying the appropriate transformation (Ti)
to section i, the resulting transformed image is in alignment with the original image of section i–1. Likewise, the
transformed section i+1 is in alignment with the untransformed section i. Since each alignment is independent of
alignments between other sections, incremental alignments allow easy modification of alignments. Ultimately,
the incremental alignment is converted to an absolute
alignment for analysis.

F=

…

Transformed i+1

…

Transformed i

…

Transformed i–1

fn(x0,y0) fn(x1,y1) fn(x2,y2) … fn(xm,ym)
and
A=

[

a0 a1 a2 … an
b0 b1 b2 … bn

]

are the parameters of the desired section i transformation.
The least-squares solution to this equation can be
computed by singular value decomposition. Singular
value decomposition is robust to underconstrained problems and thus will not be overly
sensitive to the choice of correspondence points.23 An
absolute transformation can be computed by using a
set of points {(x0,y0), (x1,y1), (x2,y2), ..., (xm,ym)} from
the transformed section i-1 instead.
Converting Incremental to Absolute Forms
To generate an aligned volume, an incremental alignment is converted to an absolute alignment. Since
each transformation contains nonlinear terms, composing the transformations section by section poses
problems. This is dealt with by numerically approximating the composition using the singular value
decomposition computation.
Given an alignment as depicted in Figure 2, the following algorithm is used:
C = Identity Transformation
For i = 1 to Number of Sections

{
C = C ° Ti
Ti = C
}
To determine C ° Ti (where “ ° ” denotes composition), start with a set of basis points, such as {(0,0),
(w,0), (0,h), (w/2, h), (w, h/2), (w,h)}, where w is the
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F i g u r e 3 Blended images from two adjacent serial sections. Left, When sections are in good alignment, objects are clear
because object boundaries overlie each other. Right, When sections are misaligned, the image is blurry because of the doubling
of object boundaries.

width of the image and h is the height of the image.
Map the basis points sequentially through C and then
through Ti , yielding a set of corresponding points
{(u0,v0), (u1,v1), (u2,v2), ..., (u6 ,v6)}. The parameters of
the composite transformation are computed using
singular value decomposition on these two sets of
points, as for the point correspondence method.
User Interface
The software (sEM Align) provides a user interface
for viewing the section images, entering correspondence points, making manual adjustments to the
alignments, and regenerating the series as an aligned
volume. For detailed EM series, each section image
will be larger than the PC display size (typically 1024
× 768 pixels). To allow the user to view and align the
entire image, it is reduced to fit the display. This
reduction is realized by using a predetermined
reduction factor and linear filter function of the
appropriate width for anti-aliasing.24 Since the user
aligns reduced images, nonlinear alignments of arbitrarily large images can be previewed on screen
almost instantaneously.
To apply the resulting transformations to the full,
unreduced images, new parameters {a′j} and {b′j}
must be computed. The form of the computation
depends on the basis functions. For the bivariate
polynomial basis, the transformation parameter correction is realized by

a′0 = sa0 , a′1 = a1, a′2 = a2, a′3 = a3 /s, a′4 = a4 /s, a′5 = a5 /s
b′0 = sb0, b′1 = b1, b′2 = b2, b′3 = b3 /s, b′4 = b4 /s, b′5 = b5 /s
where s is the ratio of the original image size to the
reduced image size. The resulting parameters can be
modified to new values for a different display size
using this formula with the inverse of s.
The user interface also enables the user to manually
move an image using keystrokes. The image can be
translated, rotated, scaled, skewed, and squeezed (or
enlarged) along one edge. To evaluate adjustments on
screen, the user compares section images by either of
two methods—blending or flickering. Blending displays two overlaid images, each with half the luminance of the original image. Provided that sections are
sufficiently thin, blended images become sharper as
they align, blurrier as they go out of registration
(Figure 3). Flickering between two section images produces apparent motion in the direction of offset, which
can guide manual adjustments.6
After all sections have been aligned using these techniques and converted to absolute form, the software can
apply the transformations to the full (unreduced) images
to generate a new set of serial section images. These
images make up the digitized volume of neuropil and
are suitable for use with other software, such as IGL
Trace (also available at http://synapses.bu.edu/), for
analysis and three-dimensional surface modeling.
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F i g u r e 4 A sequence (from upper
left to lower right) of six serial sections
that pass longitudinally through a
mitochondrion (M). At the central
section, the diameter (d) is measured. Since the mitochondrion is
cylindric, the ratio of the diameter to
the number of sections spanned by
the mitochondrion is an estimate of
section thickness. On the first and
last section, the mitochondrion may
appear as a gray wall at the point
where the diameter was measured.
In such cases, depending on the
darkness of the gray wall, a fractional value of either 0.25, 0.5, or 0.75 is
used instead of the full section
count. For the case shown, the mitochondrion spans four sections fully
and about 0.25 sections at either end,
for a thickness estimate of d/4.5.

Volume Calibration
The final step in the reconstruction is to calibrate the
dimensions of the digitized volume. An image of the
calibration grid is digitized at the same resolution as
the serial section images to allow calibration of the
dimensions in the planes of the sections, the x- and ydirections. Using IGL Trace, a set of N lines is drawn
on the calibration grid. Each line extends xi pixels in
the x direction and yi pixels in the y direction. By
counting the number of grid squares spanned by a
line, its length in microns (li) is known. The correct xand y-calibration factors, cx and cy , in microns per
pixel, would realize
li2 = (cx xi ) 2 + (cy yi ) 2
by the Pythagorean theorem. Thus, cx and cy can be
determined by minimizing the sum of the squared
errors for the calibration lines, i.e., minimizing
N

Σ (li2 – cx2 xi2 – cy2 yi2 )2

i=1

The thickness of the volume perpendicular to the
planes of the sections is determined by the section
thicknesses, which can differ from the nominal value
set at the time of slicing. A number of methods have
been proposed for estimating the thickness of ultrathin sections,25 none of which are applicable to digitized serial sections. We therefore developed an alternative method that allows the mean section thickness
of the entire series to be estimated once the x- and ycalibration factors are known.16,26

In any series, cylindric objects such as axons, dendrites, and mitochondria will occasionally be sectioned longitudinally. By measuring the width of
such a cylinder (di ) at its central section and then
counting the number of sections (si ) in which it
appears, section thickness can be computed as the
ratio of these two values (Figure 4). The mean section
thickness for a series is obtained by averaging the
results from a number (N) of such object measurements distributed evenly through the series:
_ 1
d
t = — Σ —i
s
N
i
The thickness of the reconstructed volume is the mean
section thickness multiplied by the total number of
sections.

Volume Analysis
The distributions of ultrastructural objects should
be assessed using unbiased stereological counting
methods. As a concrete example, suppose a condition was suspected to affect the density of synapses
in a brain region, as might be the case following a
general loss of synaptic activity 27 or potentiation of
a particular afferent pathway.19 Assessment of
synapse density requires a three-dimensional sample of tissue; it cannot be done on single sections.14,28
Reconstructed volumes provide an ideal threedimensional sample, but because the sample is a
small fraction of the whole, care should be taken to
avoid biases associated with counting synapses that
lie only partly in the sample.
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Count all edging profiles

Exclusion frame

Frame Size / Profile Size
F i g u r e 5 Two-dimensional sampling from a grid of rectangular frames. Left, A grid of two-dimensional sampling frames
is placed over an area (Aref, light gray) containing profiles (white) to be counted. A single sampling frame (Af, dark gray) of the
grid with its exclusion lines (bold). Profiles contacting the frame are counted (hashed profile) unless the profiles contact an
exclusion line. Thus, for the shaded frame, only one profile is counted. Right, Bias due to edging profiles. When the extended exclusion lines are not used, there is bias due the profiles that intersect the boundary of the sampling frame. When all edging profiles are counted (upper curve), there is much more error than when profiles intersecting two edges are excluded (lower
curve). Curves were generated from the ratio of sampled to frame areas with the assumption of a square frame and circular
profiles.29 Frame size refers to the width of the frame square. Profile size can be interpreted as the diameter of a circle needed to contain the largest profile in the reference area.

To understand the issues, it is helpful to consider the
problem in two dimensions. To determine the density of two-dimensional profiles in an area (Aref), a grid
of sampling frames, each of area Af , can be superimposed (Figure 5, left). This technique is convenient for
work at the light microscope, since Aref can be estimated by counting the number of grid points that
contact the area, and profiles can be counted for a
random subset of sampling frames.
A problem arises for profiles intersecting the borders
of a sampling frame. Should these edging profiles be
counted or not? One strategy is to count all edging
profiles. When this is done, profiles that lie mostly
outside of the sampling frame are included. Profiles
that intersect more than one frame will be counted
more than once. Another strategy is to count all edging profiles except those that touch the bottom or left
edges of the frame. This technique also has some bias
that depends on the size of the profiles relative to the
size of sampling frame.29 The bias is small, provided
that the frame is much larger than the largest profiles
(Figure 5, right).
Extending the exclusion lines through the reference
area (Figure 5, left) yields a counting rule that eliminates the remaining bias.29 Profiles that intersect the

frame are counted, except for those profiles contacting
an exclusion line. Using this approach, the density of
profiles in Aref is estimated by
NA =

Σ Qf–
f

Σ βf Af
f

where Qf– is the count from each analyzed frame f,
Af is the area of the frame, and βf is the fraction of
the frame that lies inside Aref. If every frame in the
grid is analyzed, clearly every profile is counted
once and only once, and the denominator is equal to
Aref; therefore, the correct NA is obtained for the reference area.
Unbiased Brick
Extending this concept to three dimensions leads to the
unbiased bricking rule.15,30,31 Previously, this rule could
only be applied to microscopes that produced registered volumes,15 but the ability to reconstruct a volume
of neuropil from serial sections using a PC broadens the
applicability of the technique. In this approach, three
faces of the brick are inclusion faces, and the other three
faces lie in exclusion planes (Figure 6). Objects wholly
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an exclusion plane, need be counted. This simplified
use of unbiased bricking is referred to as the disector
technique.32 The density estimate is
NV =

Σ Qd–
d

Σ Vd
d

–

where Qd is the count per disector and Vd = h × A f is
the volume of a given disector. Notice that a
sequence of disectors between adjacent sections
repeated serially through a reconstructed volume is
equivalent to the unbiased bricking technique.
Fractional Counter
F i g u r e 6 Extension of the sampling frame concept to
three dimensions produces a “brick” in the shape of a rectangular prism (dashed outline). The brick is bordered by
exclusion planes (labeled “exclude”) on three sides. Objects
intersecting the bottom of the brick are excluded, as are
objects intersecting the back or left side of the brick. In
addition, there are exclusion regions adjacent to the front
and top faces of the brick. The top, front, and right side of
the brick are inclusion faces. The brick has height h perpendicular to the plane of sectioning.

inside the brick or touching only inclusion faces are
counted, whereas objects touching the exclusion planes
anywhere, even outside the faces of the brick, are not
counted. This rule gives an unbiased estimate of number per volume:
NV =

ΣQb–
b

ΣVb
b

Qb–

where
is the count obtained and Vb is the volume
of each brick. (For simplicity, it is assumed that each
brick volume is totally contained in the reference volume.) Notice that, for B number of bricks,
1
NV ≠ —
B

B

Σ
b=1

An alternative but equally unbiased approach to the
bricking method can be obtained by considering fractional counts. This is most easily understood first in
two dimensions (Figure 7). All profiles that intersect a
sampling frame are counted according to the fraction
of the profile that lies within the frame. For those that
are wholly in the frame, the fraction (α) is 1. For those
that are not wholly in the frame, the fraction is less than
1. A natural fraction to consider is the fraction of the
profile area, but any type of fraction will do so long as
the sum of the fractional parts of a profile add up to 1.
The equation
NA =

Σ αj
j

AT

is an unbiased estimator of the number of profiles per
area. Here, AT is the total area analyzed, (i.e., Σ β f A f ,
as above,) and the αj indicates the fractions of the
profile areas contained in AT . Notice that when an
entire grid of sampling frames covering the reference

Q–
——b
Vb

except when all brick volumes Vb are equal. In other
words, the correct estimate of number per volume is
not obtained by taking the mean of the estimates
from each brick.
Disector
In the special case where the height (h) of the brick
(Figure 6) is always less than the height of any object
to be counted, the interior of the brick can be ignored.
In this case no object will fit wholly inside the brick,
and only objects that touch an inclusion face, but not

F i g u r e 7 Each object’s profile (Oi ) has a fraction (αi )
that lies inside a test frame with area Af . An unbiased estimate of profile density can be computed by counting these
fractions.
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Object profile in sampled section

So

Sampling frame

F i g u r e 8 A serially sectioned object appears as a single profile (bold ellipse) in the sampling frame (solid and dashed lines)
placed into one of the sections. The object also has profiles that appear on adjacent sections (light ellipses). In total, the object
has profiles that appear on so number of sections. The object fraction within the section is 1/so.

area is analyzed, AT equals Aref, αj equals 1 for all j,
and no profile is counted more than once.
Generalization of this formula yields the fractional
counter in three dimensions:

Σo fo
VT

An unbiased estimate of the number of objects per
volume is the sum of fractions (fo) of all objects
(o = 1...n) intersecting the test volumes Vi , divided by
the total test volume (VT = ΣVi ). This can be rewritten
NV =

n ×
VT

Σo fo
n

=

–
n
× fo
VT

where n is the number of objects encountered and
is the mean volume fraction over all objects.

Notice that this estimator does not have particular volume requirements, such as the requirement of a pair of
sections for the disector. A single section can be used,
provided that the section thickness can be accurately
determined (Figure 8). In this case the object fraction is
fo =

1

=

no. sections spanned by object

1
so

The fractional counter then reduces to
–
fo

As a practical matter when using the fractional
counter in serially sectioned material, it is often easier to determine the fraction in the direction of sectioning rather than in the plane of section. This is
because sectioning has already cut the object into
parts, and the number of sections in which the object
appears is easily assessed to determine object fraction. Determining the fraction in a section requires an
imposed measurement, such as the overlay of a fine
grid, to determine object fraction. An alternative is to
use an unbiased sampling frame (i.e., with exclusion

NV =

ΣQ –
VT

×



NV =

and inclusion lines) to select profiles in the plane
while considering fractions only between sections.
With this technique, fractional issues in the plane of
the sections are eliminated, since a profile is either
wholly included in or excluded from a section.

1
so



where Q – is the number of objects counted in the sampled section, and so is the number of sections spanned
by each object. The last term is just the mean object
fraction, as before. The volume of each sample is the
area of the sample frame times the section thickness.
This special case of the fractional counter for single
sections was first proposed by Cruz-Orive30 and has
also been used to determine synapse density from
serial EM.19 (In Sorra and Harris,19 “mean of 1/so“ is
misprinted as “1/mean of so ,“ although the correct
calculation was used throughout.)
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l1

l2

l3

F i g u r e 9 Sampling of a dendrite by a series of test regions of length li . Each spine originating from the dendrite has a synapse
(black). The hash marks at the top show that l1 is 3, l2 is 4, and l3 is 5 units long. For segment 2, the exclusion end is indicated by
a dark line. The other end is the inclusion end (dashed line). Similar left exclusion ends and right inclusion ends are defined (but
not shown) for the other segments. Using the counting rule described in the text, segment 1 has five spine origins, segment 2 has
nine spine origins, and segment 3 has eight spine origins, so the number of spines per length (NL) is 22/10. Similarly, segment 1
has five synapses, segment 2 has ten synapses, and segment 3 has nine synapses, so NL is 24/10.

this section we propose a stereological procedure to
eliminate bias in these measurements.

Unbiased Ratios
A potential problem with the above methods is that
the volume of the sample enters explicitly into the
calculation. Thus, when there are overall changes in
volume prior to sampling, (e.g., due to shrinkage or
gliosis), the measured density will be accordingly
distorted. This problem can be eliminated by considering ratios of objects.31 A useful ratio measure is
to consider the ratio of different classes of objects.
Suppose, for example, object density is measured
for all objects {O} and for a subclass of these objects
{S}, using unbiased bricking. Then the ratio of S to O
is

ΣQ S–
NVo
NVs

=

VT

ΣQ O–

×

ΣQ S–
ΣQ O–

VT
The ratio method can be used with any of the above
unbiased density measures (see, for example, Harris
et al.33 and Sorra et al.34).
Per-length Counting
Another useful measure is the distribution per unit
length of dendrite. This measure is applicable because
a reconstructed volume contains the dendritic segments that traverse that region of the neuropil. Many
neurons have dendritic spines, where most of the excitatory synapses occur. Hence, one desirable quantity is
the number of spines per unit length of dendrite.27,33 In

A segment of dendrite contained in a set of serial EM
sections represents a sample of the total dendrite length.
Consider a sequence of such samples, each of length li ,
covering the entire dendrite (Figure 9). To estimate
spines per length (NL), the places where the spine neck
originates from the shaft are counted. The amount of
bias introduced by counting all spine origins that occur
anywhere on the segment is proportional to the ratio of
the length of the origins to the length of the segment. To
avoid over-counting at the boundaries between segments, define an exclusion end and an inclusion end.
Spine origins that touch the exclusion end of the segment are not counted. Thus, the estimate is
NL =

Σ qi–
Σ li–

where qi– is the count of spine origins from the ith
segment. As with the previous techniques, NL is
equal to the mean of the individual counts per segment if and only if segment lengths li are the same for
all segments.
Synapses per length can be similarly estimated, but in
this case enough adjacent sections extending beyond
the reconstructed segment should be available to
ensure that spines are fully traceable. This is because
all synapses on spines that originate from a segment
should be included in the count provided the spine
origin does not touch the exclusion end. Shaft synapses should be likewise included in the count when they
do not touch the exclusion end (Figure 9).
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Applications
A hippocampal slice taken from a 21-day-old rat and
maintained for three hours in vitro was prepared for
serial sectioning using our standard procedures.27 A
series of 94 sections was photographed on a JEOL
1200EX electron microscope and digitized using the
Polaroid SprintScan45 at 1000 dpi. Digitization of
images from EM film required five hours of labor.
The sections were then aligned using sEM Align. An
absolute alignment was generated by selecting crosssectioned microtubules and mitochondria as corresponding points. Starting with the central section and
working downward, lower sections were successively aligned to higher sections. (One transformed section is shown in Figure 10, top.) The process was then
repeated for the upper half of the series, working up
from the central section. For most sections, linear
transformations (rotation, translation, skew, and scaling) were sufficient for alignment, but for 16 of the
sections second-order terms were also needed to
obtain good alignment of the whole field. Alignment
of the series required about eight hours.
Reference Volume
The alignment resulted in an irregularly shaped volume of reconstructed neuropil (Figure 10, bottom).
The volume was imported into IGL Trace and calibrated. Using 30 mitochondrial measurements, mean
section thickness was estimated to be 0.049 µm. A
sampling frame was defined within a section by
drawing a rectangular frame using the tracing software (Figure 10, top). The edges of the frame were
positioned so that the frame never extended beyond
the edges of the irregular reconstructed volume on
any section. The frame was 7.7 µm by 6.2 µm, for a
total area of 47.74 µm2. Replicating the frame on
every section of the series delineated a rectangular
prism of neuropil, the reference volume of 220 µm
(Figure 10, bottom).
To measure the synaptic density within the reference
volume, the volume was treated like an unbiased brick.
This provides an unbiased estimate of the overall
synaptic density. This reference value can then be compared with the density estimates obtained from smaller
samples of the volume using the various methods.
Synapses intersecting the sampling frame in section 1
were marked with a contour using IGL Trace (Figure
10, top). Proceeding to section 2, the contours from
section 1 were copied into section 2. Any contours
that touched the upper or left edge of the sampling

F i g u r e 1 0 Sample volume reconstruction and analysis.
Top, A section of the series showing the sampling frame
(blue) and identified synapses (red). The left and top edges of
the frame are exclusion edges. A synapse that contacts an
exclusion edge is marked with a yellow contour. Bottom, The
stack of serial sections for the aligned series is depicted in
semi-transparent gray. After alignment, the sections form a
volume with an irregular boundary due to the different
transformations applied to each section. Inside this irregular
volume, a rectangular prism or brick (purple) was defined as
a reference volume for making density measurements.

frame were marked as excluded. Any contours that
belonged to synapses that were not present in
section 2 were marked as counted. Then new contours were added for synapses that started on section
2. Proceeding to section 3, the contours from section
2 were copied and all previously counted ones deleted. The remaining contours were then marked as
counted or excluded as required. New contours were
added for new synapses and the process continued
onto section 4. This sequence was continued until all
remaining sections were analyzed. Thus, all synapses
that ended in the first 93 sections of the series, including those that intersected the first section, were
counted. This analysis was completed at a rate of
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Disector Count

F i g u r e 1 1 The distribution of disector
counts through the reference volume. Each
pair of sections in the series represents a
disector of one section thickness. The solid
line shows the count (Q– ) obtained for
each such disector. The gray bars show the
random selection of 33 of the disectors for
estimation of synaptic density.

Section Number

about 20 to 30 sections per hour.
A total of 570 synapses were counted. The last section
(section 94) allows the determination of which
synapses on section 93 end within the brick, but this
last section is not part of the brick volume. Thus, the
synaptic density for the reference volume was
NV =

Q
V

–

=

570
93 × 0.049 × 47.74

= 262/100 µm

3

Disectors
Each pair of sections analyzed using the procedure
just described is a disector. The unbiased bricking
analysis on the reference volume consisted of 93 serial disectors, one section thickness in height. Analysis
of synaptic density with disectors can be done only
with disectors that are a single section thickness in
height, because en face synapses, which occur frequently, reside in a single section.35 Of the 570 total
synapses, 62 were in only one section.
Another problem with disector analysis on synapses is
that perforated synapses can be miscounted. This is
because the synapse will appear to end on a section
when it is really continued on later sections. Two such
synapses were encountered in the reference volume.
The disector has been strongly advocated because of
its efficiency, i.e., only a few disectors need to be analyzed to estimate the true density. Practical guides to
measuring synaptic density with disectors advise
obtaining total counts of 100 to 300.35,36 In our reconstructed volume, a disector counted, on average,
about six synapses. Thus, 33 disectors distributed

through the reconstructed volume should be sufficient to accurately estimate synaptic density. So 33
disectors were taken at random from the reference
volume (Figure 11), giving a density estimate of
NV =

Σd Qd–
Σd Vd

=

185
33 × 0.049 × 47.74

= 240/100 µm3
Notice, however, that there is a high variance in the
number of synapses counted by each disector (Figure
11). Disectors that count few synapses are typically
followed in the series by disectors that count many
synapses, giving a high-frequency oscillation to the
distribution of disector counts. This is not a real variation in synaptic density but rather an artifact of the
exclusion/inclusion principle operating on small
sample volumes. In a worst-case scenario, 33 disectors distributed randomly through the reference volume would count only 118 synapses, giving a
density estimate (NV) of 153/100 µm3. Therefore,
with random sampling of single disectors, an underestimate of as much as 42 percent is possible, even
when more than 100 synapses are counted!
Unbiased Bricks
Given the systematic variance observed with serial
disectors, it is better to use a continuous block of
serial disectors (that is, an unbiased brick) than to
select them either randomly or at systematic intervals
from a series.12 In addition, with volume reconstruction and IGL Trace, it is actually more efficient to consider contiguous sections than separate disectors
since time is saved by copying contours from adjacent sections. To use about the same size sample,
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density was estimated from four non-overlapping
unbiased bricks of eight sections each, starting at sections 12, 34, 56, and 78:
NV =

Σb Qb–
Σb Vb

=

38 + 58 + 55 + 47
4 × (8 × 0.049 × 47.74)

= 265/100 µm3
The result is an estimate of density in the reference
volume that is more accurate than the estimate
obtained with random disectors.
Fractional Counters
For comparison, these same bricks were analyzed
using a special case of the fractional counter. All
synapses intersecting a brick volume were identified.
If the synapses intersected the exclusion edges of the
two-dimensional sampling frame in any section, they
were not counted.
The remaining synapses were identified completely
through all the serial sections in which they resided.
The object fraction was computed as the number of
sections of the synapse within the brick volume
divided by the total number of sections the synapse
occupied. These fractions were then summed to give
a total fractional count for each brick. The density
estimate from fractional counting was thus
NV =

Σo Qo–
Σo Vo

=

38.72 + 58.95 + 53.06 + 45.29
4 × (8 × 0.049 × 47.74)

= 262/100 µm3
The use of fractional counting on the brick volumes
improved the accuracy of the estimate at the expense
of more work per brick. For this analysis, every
synapse that intersected the brick volume had to be
uniquely identified in every section it appeared. A
total of 254 synapses were thus examined, compared
with 198 for the unbiased bricking. Fractional counting on each brick took one to two hours.
With unbiased brick counting, accuracy of the estimate decreases as the brick size decreases. In the
limit, the smallest bricks are the disectors, which
exhibit large variance (Figure 11). Fractional counting
on these small volumes reduces this variance.
Fractional counts on the 32 single sections in the four
bricks just analyzed had a variance of only 2.32, compared with a variance of 7.32 for the disectors on the
same sections. The sums of the squared differences of
these single-section values from the mean number of
synapses per section for the reference volume were
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72 for fractional counting and 227 for disectors. Thus,
fractional counting has better accuracy than unbiased
brick counting, especially for small volumes.
Per-unit-length Counting
Volume reconstruction also facilitates the reconstruction of individual dendrites and the computation of
per-unit-length measurements. To illustrate, 20 candidate dendrites with diameters less than 1 µm were
selected on a central section. Then, each candidate
was reconstructed by tracing the outline of the dendrite and all its spines on each section in sequence. A
candidate dendrite was discarded from further
analysis if it turned out to be unsuitable for tracing—
because it traversed off the side of the reconstructed
volume, for example, or was not, in fact, a dendrite at
all. Using this approach, 11 of the 20 candidate dendrites were fully reconstructed by tracing their outline with IGL Trace (Figure 12). Surface reconstruction of each dendrite and all its protrusions required
about two hours of labor.
By examining dendrites through the series, one of the
dendrites was identified as an interneuron by the
high density of shaft synapses located along its
length. This dendrite was excluded from further
analysis, since only pyramidal cell dendrites were to
be considered. Notice, however, that the synapses on
this interneuron were included in the density measurements described above. Disectors or small brick
volumes would have made it impossible to eliminate
interneuron synapses from such analysis, perhaps
biasing an analysis of the frequency of shaft synapses on pyramidal cells.
Spine-per-length counting was performed on the
remaining ten dendrites (Table 1). The total length of
the reconstructed dendritic segments was 49.5 µm.
The number of spine origins were counted, excluding
those that intersected section 1 and including those
that intersected section 94. Thus, the spine density on
the reconstructed dendrites could be computed as
Σ qi–
138
=
NL =
= 2.79/µm
–
49.5
Σ li

Conclusion
Information technology is making three-dimensional
analysis of brain ultrastructure increasingly practical.
Relatively large volumes of neuropil can be easily
reconstructed from serial EM in just a couple of days
work by using our PC software. The reconstructed
volumes offer several advantages for analyzing synap-
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F i g u r e 1 2 The set of 11 dendrite segments reconstructed from the volume. The dendrites appear in the three-dimensional configuration that they have in the reconstructed volume. They are colored to help distinguish the individual segments and their spines. The red dendrite is a segment from an interneuron as determined by the frequency and clustering
of shaft synapses and the lack of mature-looking spines.

tic neuropil and complex ultrastructure. Most important, since all objects are in alignment they can be easily identified from section to section. This ability to
unequivocally identify serial-sectioned profiles as
Table 1

■

Results of Reconstruction and Measurement of
Ten Dendritic Segments
Dendritic
Segment
D1
D3
D5
D6
D7
D10
D12
D15
D18
D20

Length (li)
in microns (µm)
4.794
5.144
4.868
4.654
4.678
4.631
5.123
4.738
5.057
5.834

Count of
Origins (qi -)
14
15
15
17
17
15
15
10
15
15

belonging to the same three-dimensional object is a
fundamental requirement of all stereological techniques.31,37 Excluding objects that cannot be clearly
identified in a single section violates this basic requirement. Often, a quick examination through adjacent
serial sections is sufficient to identify the objects.
Working with volumes rather than single sections is
important for other reasons as well. Many organelles,
such as synapses38 and smooth endoplasmic reticulum,39 have complex shapes that cannot be adequately
described or understood without a three-dimensional
view. Volume reconstruction aids the analysis of connectivity relationships, such as the source of the postsynaptic partners of a multi-synaptic bouton40–42 or the
relationships among presynaptic partners of branched
spines.34 In addition, volume reconstruction facilitates
exclusion of objects that are not of interest. For example,
by reconstructing dendritic segments, dendrite types
can be identified and shaft synapses on non-spiny dendrites of interneurons can be excluded from synapse
counts intended to represent spiny neurons only.
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Reconstruction of volumes of neuropil makes volumeoriented analysis methods, such as the unbiased brick
and fractional counter methods, practicable. These
methods capture a larger sample of the object distribution, thus avoiding the systematic section-to-section
variations that contribute to the inaccuracy of other
methods. Volume-oriented analyses are less sensitive
to section-to-section variations in section thickness.
Average section thicknesses, which are easier to compute from digitized sections, are more applicable to
the volume methods.
Synapse density is one type of ultrastructural analysis that is frequently performed in neuroscience.12,19,33,35,36 On the basis of our results, we propose the following general rules for performing
synaptic density analysis on reconstructed volumes:
■

Reconstruct a large field but use sufficient magnification to allow clear identifications.

■

Choose a large sampling frame size relative to the
size of synapses to minimize inadvertent biases
associated with two-dimensional exclusion and
inclusion of profiles.

■

Use sampling bricks with large numbers of continuous sections to improve accuracy and minimize
inadvertent biases associated with sampling
through serial sections.

For very large volumes, both the fractional counter
and unbiased bricking methods will produce similar
results. However, if the sampling frame is small or
few sections are analyzed, use fractional counting to
reduce variance and improve accuracy.
The authors thank Alex Goddard for assistance with preparation
and in vitro incubation of hippocampal slices, and Marcia Feinberg
for tissue processing and electron microscopy of serial sections.
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